
Group efficiency

SmartTime® Activity-based
Flexible arrangement

Price

According to quotation depending on scope

Length

Flexible arrangement

Location

On-site conference room or online

Number of participants

Max 12 participants per group

Your relocation can be both very effective and

contribute to a positive change for groups as

well as employees.

A change of the office environment, such as a relocation or introducing an open

landscape, can be challenging and demand both time and energy from the employees

and managers. We see this as the perfect opportunity to create new, smart and effective

work habits while at the same time ensuring an efficient move and smooth transition to a

new situation. We can help.

Implementation

The training is normally held in 2 steps, before and after the move or change in

environment and is carried out on the company premises, where we alternate theory

with practical experience. Each participant receives individual coaching while they work

with hands-on training during the remainder of the day.

A pre-study is conducted with the consultant in advance of the course to adjust the

course outline for the group and to accommodate any specific wishes.

https://www.kompetensakademin.se/


About the training

SmartTime® Activity-based, combining

productive working environments with effective

working habits.

SmartTime® Activity-based is a training normally in two steps, before the change in

working environment and after. The aim is to create more effective working habits for

employees in combination with a change to a new office environment. The goal of each

participant is to get more done, work with greater control of their tasks and documents,

while at the same time ensuring a positive view while adjusting to the environmental

changes.

Lean and 5S

In SmartTime® Activity-based we use elements of Lean Production and the 5S

system for identifying wastes of time and resources. By eliminating these, we

create more time for quality work, while also achieving and maintaining order in

the workplace.

SmartMetoden®

Our registered trademark SmartMetoden®, translates in English to Smart Method,

it represents our unique teaching method which combines theory - practical

experience - individual coaching - implementation and follow-up.

Course overview

SmartTime® Activity-based

Email guidelines for both sender and receiver

Smart, digital communication

Model of Decision; Discard - Save - Do, a Smart approach to

handling the inflow and outflow of emails, telephone calls

and documents.

Helpful functions in Outlook (folders, calendar, tasklist,

alarms, settings and helpful features)

Task driven vs. Event driven

Managing email

Optimizing and maintaining digital structure & order

OneNote (and Teams)

Uncovering & solving time and energy thieves

Changing habits and the Right Mental Attitude

Physical structure and order on the desktop

Planning and managing priorities

Smart goals for the day, week, month and year

Benefits of daily and weekly reviews

Booking time with yourself

Delegating most effectively

Creating Action Plans

OneNote (and Teams)

Working flexibility: Where, when and how?

Practical execution with individual coaching

Summary/Course certificate
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SmartUtbildningarna

Kompetensakademin gives each employee effective work habits

with education in personal efficiency, effectiveness of meeting

and group effectiveness with the smart method (smartmetoden®)

- theory, practice, personal coaching, training and monitoring.

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100049683297205
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100049683297205
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4325784/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4325784/
https://www.uc.se/risksigill2?showorg=5568045305&language=swe
https://www.uc.se/risksigill2?showorg=5568045305&language=swe

